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Smackover High School 

Activities for Alternative Methods of Instruction (AMI) 

To support your work, talk with an adult, sibling, or someone you know from school before writing. By talking, you can develop your ideas and discuss new words. 
The lanouaoe supports in BOLD and Underlined are meant to help qet vou started. 

English 
Language 

Arts 

Social 
Studies 

Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. Note the title, author, pages read. 

The title of my text is , The author is .J..read pages. 

Write a 1-2 paragraph objective summary over what you have read today. 
Include central ideas or themes and key supporting details from the text. 

Read a book for 30 minutes Write a summary about what you read What 
is the central idea or theme' 

The title of my text is , The author is .J..read pages. 

lo the beginning 
Next. 
Ihe.n 
After that 
At the end of the story 

The central idea of the text is 
I know the central idea is because 
The theme of the text is 
I know the theme of the text is because 

Many Americans ·are concerned that nevl'reportirig"is:t6b_bi~~ and in . 
some cases completely false. Do you tt\ink the·govemment ·should establish 
an agency to regulate the news and make sure it is niore fair; baianced; and 
accurate? Explain why you think this would be a good or bad idea. · Make st.ire 
to u~ details to support your answer . . 

I belim::tbe:iQveroment should because 
o ne reason is , -Anotberreason "5 

English 
Language 

Arts 

Social 
Studies 

Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. Note the title, author, pages 
read. 

The title of my text is The author is .J..read pages. 

Why is planning important for accomplishing goals? Explain your reasoning 
in 1-2 paragraphs. In your response, describe a situation in your life when 
developing a plan helped you achieve a goal - OR - a time when you did not 
plan very well and it negatively affected you. 

Planning is important for accomplishing goals because 
One reason is 
Another reason is 
A third reason is 
In life planning help me when· 

The details of this situation include 

Pretend your best friend just called you and said he/she inherited $7,000 
from a deceased relative. Your friend's parents gave him/her two options: use 
the money to buy a car or save for college. Which should your friend 
choose? Think about the costs and benefits of each choice. Then, write-a 
letter persuading your friend to do what you think is best. 

Pear '" 
lo my opinion you should , One reason you should 
is because , One reason you should not is 
because Inevitably, we-must agree that 

Slncere)y. 
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Science 

Math 

Smackover High School 

Activities for Alternative Methods of Instruction (AM.I) 

Write a paragraph answering the 
following questions. 

1. Describe the relationship 
between the # of Carbon 
Atoms (Independent Variable) 
and the Boiling Point 
(Dependent Variable). 

The relationship between the # of 
Carbon Atoms and the Boiling Point is 
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Science 
,Numbor oJ Carbon A toms ,in 
OiHerent Alcohol Molecules 

2. Use the line graph to answer the question. What would be the 
approximate boiling point of an alcohol molecule containing 7 
carbon atoms. 

The approximate boiling point of an alcohol molecule containing Z carbon 
atoms is 

J 

• 
1. Which of the graphs does not 
belong? Justify a reason why 
.eacll..one could not belong with 
the other three. 

Graph does not belong 
because-

Math 

2.lf xis an even integer and y is an odd integer, which of the following 
must be an odd integer? 

A) 2x+2y B) 2x-2y 
C) x+y+1 D) x+y+2 
E) x-2y 

Justify your answer. 

I chose option because 

1. Write a paragraph describing 

the motion of the object in the 

graph . 

....Next ..Irum. .Ei.w 

Ti JTie 

2. Draw a graph that illustrates 

an object moving away from the 

origin at a steady rate before 

returning to the origin at a steady rate. 

·l 

-15 
-12 

Describe the graph using 
key features: 
1l Domain & Range 

are. 
and 

3) Intervals of increasing & 
decreasing 
The intervals of increasing 
are. 
The intervals of decreasing 
are. 
4) Intervals of positive & 
negative 
The intervals of positive 
are. 
The intervals of negative 
are , S} Relative 
maximums & minimums 
The are 
6) End behavior 
The end behavior is 
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Smackover High School 

Activities for Alternative Methods of Instruction (AMI) 

English 
Language 
Arts 

Social 
Studies 

Science 

Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. Note the title, author, pages read. 

The title of my text is The author is l.rea.d pages 

Many people have criticized the effect of social media on young people. 
Write 1-2 paragraphs about the positive and negative outcomes that social 
media can have on youn_g·people and the world. · 

The outcomes of are .and 
One reason is positive is 
Another reason is positive is 
A third reason is positive is 
On the other hand One reason ls negative is 
Another reason is negative is 
A third reason is negative is 
Overall the outcomes of are more .than 
because 

Write a brief para&raph reflecting;on these questions: How do. you think 
snowy ~ther a..ffects .the rocat«c>J)o,ny?.~hi:>"migl),t be,;efft,ecgnom:l~!ly 
rfrom it7 Can anyth1ng be.done to ai~ those who are.n~vely affected by 
s_nowy.w~ther? Explain. 

Snowy weathet afrects the'local economy because 
wm benef1t•from because -
w!U not benefit: from because 

something .be.done:to aia~fhose Ofi2atlvely affected I>¥ 
beQuse -

Examine the food web and answer 
the following questions with a 
complete sentence. 

1. Which organisms are the 
most likely food for the 
perch? 

are most likely food for the 
frog. 

2. Which organism would 
likely be most affected if 
the fish population decreased significantly? Explain your reasoning. 

The would likely be most affected if the fish population decreased 
sigoificaotly, I believe this because 

u,,,.; pLoJUo 

Science 

English 
Language 

Arts 

So~(al 
Studies 

Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. Note the title, author, pages read. 

The title of my text is The author is l.rea.d pages. 

What is one current issue or problem you would like to change in the world? 
Explain your choice in 1-2 paragraphs. 

The current issue/world probleail would like to change is My 
opioioo on the issuel_problem of is , These views are 
based on , Many experts claim that There is little doubt 
that is a problem 

lh a ~rjef R~~~ph, explain ho"! !iupply ~nd d~m~ncJ might a~•the· pnce of. _
bread In th~e:v~nt of a-~~clemk .. 

Supptr and,demand,mtgbt affect b¥ 
An example oJ ~ls 
Another mmpte,Jndudes 
~ 
A greater understandlqg-0( Increases our awareness of 

p1._,_olvad Oxygen (O,) Level~ DY!lr Time Dhu;olved Oxygo.n (OJ 
<11 lhe ACE B,asln Re_qulte~en1' for 

li.Ql!\I! Organls171$ 

Organiam b1.IJJlmum Plf4Ply.e_d o, 
R.«lui/.eman.t (mail-) 

bass 6 
hake 4 
et!ill 3 
sh.ark 2 
hailbul 1 

Jan Mar Ms!Y J4I Sl!p Nov 

I\IQ.l)th 

Examine the graph and data table to answer the following question. 
1. Which organism is most likely to survive year round in the ACE 

Basin? Explain your reasoning. 
The organism most likely to struggle to survive between July and November in 



Smackover High School 

Activities for Alternative Methods of Instruction (AMI) ' the Ace Basin is , I believe· this because 

2. Which organisms are most likely to struggle to survive between 
September and November? Explain your reasoning. 

The organism most likely to struggle to survive between September and 
November in the Ace Basin is I believe this because 

Solve the system of equations using each of the 3 methods: graphing. 
substitution and elimination. y = 2x + S and 3x + y = 40 
Justify which method is the most efficient for solving this particular system. 

Math is the most efficient method ber;ause 

l)Write a system of equations for the . 
following graph. · 
2} What point satisfies both equations7 

The point that satlsfie.s both equations is 
Math l!' _.. 

3} Write a system of inequalities that would 
include the following points· {4 Oland {2 -1} 

P-e--<· 

,1----;~ 1--.,<..--1------1~ 

I J ., 1 ...,._... -

,.._.__,,,___-+------t---+.I 4) Write a system of inequalities that would -
include the following point (3 4l 

. 
Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. Note the title, author, pages read. The title of my text is The author is l.read pages_ 
If you could go on vacation anywhere in tlie world where would you go·and why? Explain your choice in 1-2 paragraphs. 
I would goto 
One reason is 
Another reason to go to is 
A third reason includes 
There is little doubt that is the best place to go on vacation because 

Think of a big purchase you would like to make in the next five years. Some examples might be a car, new cell phone, computer, or a trip out of state or country. Write an -
action plan for how you might earn and save enough money to make your purchase a reality. Include specific goals with deadlines you need to meet. 
I would like to be able to purchase a , My goal Is to have enough money b)' I can earn money by 

English 
Language 

Arts 

Social 
Studies 



Smackover High School 

Activities for Alternative Methods of Instruction (AMI) 

A student applies identical forces to a block placed on three different surfaces. The student compares the acceleration Acceleration of Block 
of the block for each surface. Use the CER model (make a claim, provide evidence and reasoning) to answer the following vs. Surf.ace ' questions. .. + 

" 1. Which surface likely had the greatest friction? iii 
0 

The surface likely had the least friction The graph shows lo the data it shows 1 know that i.s...tb.at Q 
0 Science I because 
C: 

~ 

E ., 
2. Draw a line graph that illustrates the relationship between friction and acceleration. ai 

8 
<· 

1 - -2 3 
Surface 

How clo,yq1:1 see.:tne pattem gi:6wing7 
E 

Wr~e 1n ~~tiqn to re1=1~.._eht'tne IJ.lJl"l'lber of1b!geks for~i;iy,'fetrrt. 

(If yeu're having troaole1wrltfng-an eqtlation, .write-a numerical .sentence;tt, Math , ;-;,iia.· 
:t;,.,, ~ ,d.etermihe',bo,w many b~9c.;ks~feii11 ~e lG:tntet:m) 
~i " 

I=•-~~;~, 
j)~_~:; ~rl, ~.;l 

http:i.s...tb



